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ASUS TUF GAMING TR120 ARGB 3IN1 Black Computer case Air
cooler 12 cm

Brand : ASUS Product code: 90DA0090-B09020

Product name : TUF GAMING TR120 ARGB 3IN1 Black

- Higher cooling performance with an extra-thick 28mm fan frame
- Class-leading static pressure at 2.75mm H2O with high airflow
- Exclusive double-layer LED Matrix design with individual 16 Addressable RGB LEDs
- Personalized aesthetics with a flexible side pattern on the frame
- PWM control with an ultra-wide RPM range that allows optimal cooling for all types of workloads
- Aura Sync compatibility that lets you coordinate colors and lighting effects with a huge range of
hardware
- Available in black and white and in normal and reverse orientation to suit a variety of PC builds
TUF Gaming TR120 ARGB chassis fan features high static pressure and airflow performance with
personalized lighting
ASUS TUF GAMING TR120 ARGB 3IN1 Black. Type: Air cooler, Fan diameter: 12 cm, Rotational speed
(max): 2000 RPM, Noise level (high speed): 29 dB, Maximum airflow: 77.4 cfm, Maximum air pressure:
3.3 mmH2O, Bearing type: Hydraulic. Product colour: Black

Performance

Suitable location * Computer case
Type * Air cooler
Fan diameter 12 cm
Rotational speed (max) 2000 RPM
Noise level (high speed) 29 dB
Maximum airflow 77.4 cfm
Maximum air pressure 3.3 mmH2O
Bearing type Hydraulic
Fan noise level (max) 29 dB

Design

Product colour * Black

Design

Number of fans 3 fan(s)
Illumination LED
Illumination colour Multi

Weight & dimensions

Weight 515 g
Fan dimensions (W x D x H) 120 x 120 x 28 mm
Package width 172 mm
Package depth 125 mm
Package height 90 mm
Package weight 695 g

Packaging content

Package type Hanging box
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